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In the recent years, online media has emerged as one of the most popular sources of latest news of
India. It is the reason why most of the prominent print media and television media channels are
creating their online presence to share news with the large number of audience as well as for
economic gains. There are many reasons for growing popularity of online media channels for latest
Indian news. Some of them have been discussed as follows:

Online media for all time and instant news

Internet is an instant source of getting anything and everything and just like other things; it is an
instant source of getting scoops of daily latest news from India. It allows you to read, listen and
watch news instantly whenever wherever you want.

Online media for most convenient news experience

The most crucial reason behind growing popularity of internet around the world is the convenience.
Whether you use it for business, knowledge, shopping or information exchange, it provides you
convenience of using it at your own pace. The same reason holds good for success of online media.
You can read news of your choice anytime, anywhere with the click of the mouse.

Online media for news of your Choice

One of the most wonderful things about online media is that you can select topics of your choice.
Just like newspaper, prominent news websites publish news under different categories such as
Bollywood, Hollywood, politics, money market, economy, religion, life style etc, so you can click at
the topics of your choice and stay updated about the things of your interest.

Online media as cheap source of news

Online media is one of the cheapest sources of news. Most of the major search engines publish
latest news of India for free. However, few news websites ask for monthly subscription to get access
to news, but the subscription charged by such websites is much reasonable in terms of service
offered by them.
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